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The path of the exile invasion warp you back in the past on a mission to discover the location of the Temple of Atzoatl. The pyramid rooms that lead to the final temple consists of many complex paths and secrets. Our PoE Incursion guide will cover how to unlock Alva and access intrusions, how to complete the invasion, tips to maximize the best rewards and
more. First, let's prepare how we can access the invasions and what preconditions are imposed on how and when an encounter with Alva might occur. POE GUIDESAccessing PoE Invasion Before we can begin forming and manipulating our invasion, we first have to access Alva, Master Explorer. This we can achieve by completing the no time-line quest like
the present in Act 7.Once you have completed the quest chain you will quickly get a rare chance to meet Alva as your runs through the maps. It will offer you the opportunity to go back in time, hoping to discover the location of the Atzoatl Temple now. It makes sense to note there are some prerequisites before you can encounter Alva. First, it will not appear if
the area you are currently in is 10 levels below you or if you are in the Waal area. Every day you can guarantee the appearance of Alva with the help of an atlas of worlds. The red and green intrusion marker will highlight a single card. Running this particular card guarantees your meeting. This can happen once a day (in real time). Alva will offer you a casual
temple room to visit, the room currently selected will be allocated and you will discover all possible rooms to which you can connect. The guidance on each room will give more information. After eleven invasions, the rooms will merge into one grandiose dungeon that forms the Temple of Atzoathl. So now we know how to access the PoE invasion and the
Atzoatl temple, what is the purpose? PoE Master Alva Random Invasion EncounterGoals InvasionS We have to start with that is not the target. The little bar at the bottom that fills the labeled monsters killed nothing in terms of what you achieve in PoE is a temporary invasion. All of this indicates how many monsters are left, which is irrelevant to your main
goals. Many new players believe that they must fill this bar to successfully complete the invasion meeting. You don't do that. PoE Invasion - Ignore the monsters killed by BarYou have two main targets once you entered the invasion. The number one priority will be opening the aisles, and secondly, kill one of the two mini beans. Before we get ahead of
ourselves, let's figure out how we can prepare for the two goals above before we enter the invasion. As we already know, finding Alva, Master Explorer randomly on the map will give you access to one room in Short period of time. However, the actions you take you This room will affect the final layout of the temple that you eventually get. The main temple run
doesn't have a timer and you have to pick up the loot dropped in that area before you get out. The limited amount of time the invasion means that you need to organize a plan before you enter. Always look at the layout as there are a few critical pieces of information here. Red and green circles around the room show passages to the adjacent rooms. The
green aisles are open. Red passages are closed. These passages will only be available in the temple, so you can't access the new rooms from inside the invasion, an important part and the goal is to open the aisles. If you don't open the aisle when it's time to make the Atzoatl Temple you'll just find impassable walls. Path Of Exile Guide Passages To open
the passage, you will have to find a stone passage that is guaranteed to land at least one crowd in the invasion. Try to find aisles that will offer you a path to the final boss or connect to rooms you currently don't enjoy access to too. Now, as mentioned earlier, there are two main objectives of the invasions. In the middle of the layout of the map, you will notice
two mini-squares each with a symbol inside. They represent Vaal Architects as part of the invasion. You see, the temple starts with many empty rooms that will have some monster packages, but nothing more. If you were only open aisles, you would be given access to these rooms in the main temple, but the rewards themselves would not be very
impressive. The Path of Exile Invasion Guide.It it is vital to upgrade these rooms to more interesting things that will add prey or add modifiers to your temple. The upgraded rooms will be shown in Roman numerals on the map of the Temple of Atzoathle. From shared rooms to 3.To upgrade the room, you need to perform one of two Vaal architects during the
invasion, which is where these characters come into play. A two-pointer symbol will allow you to change this room into something else, while the one that appears to be pointing upwards will update this room to a level. So, usually even before you've entered the intrusion, you want to have an action plan in place. Action Plan: Notice what aisles you need to
openCheck, what vaal architects you need to killPlan your route from the mini boss to the closed aisle you want to open. Kill the monsters to increase your time. Damage to the architect increases time. It should be noted while the plan is relatively simple, things may not go your way. Once you are in the invasion, you will have very limited time to achieve the
goals. Good clear AOE speed is optimal, however, it is important not to neglect one damage for mini-bosses and fast speed. It's time to the countdown whenever you kill monsters or damage one of vaal architects.Lyal invasion can be very intense intense Often get off on the razor sharp time, making them unpredictable and fun. Unfortunately, due to not
knowing where the Stone Passage is, it could potentially be on the last monster pack you find that could cost you the opportunity to open one pass of that particular run. Saying your prayers to the RNG gods before entering is enthusiastically recommended. Tip: Building and upgrading the explosive number will give you access to a item known as
Flashpowder Keg. This item can be used to blast closed passages in the Atzoatl temple that you failed to achieve during your incursions. Level 1 will provide you with one Flashpowder Keg, Tier 2 will possess two and Level 3 will occupy three respectively. Path of Exile Invasion RoomPoE Invasion Guide - Survival TipsThe temporary invasion can be
incredibly difficult for some to complete this partly due to the type of damage done in each room. By working a significant amount of chaos and physical damage, each room also takes on the current fashion cards, increasing the complexity even more. Here are some items that can help you survive the Path of Exile Incursions.Dodge: A huge way not to take
the damage to just not get caught. If the current build uses Dodge, Keystone Phase Acrobatics will help immensely. Getting 30% Spelling Damage can mitigate a hefty chunk of damage from invading monsters. If the cornerstone is inconvenient for your current build, then you can use Flask.Chaos Kwarts mitigation: Improving your resistance to chaos will
naturally make encounters much easier. I would recommend using the Amethyst flask to quickly resist the chaos of 35%. If you find that you are still taking too much harm and don't want to sacrifice points skills, then grab yourself Ming's Heart.Best PoE Invasion RoomThere has plenty of rooms and upgrade paths to choose from, however, not all of them are
worth your time. Choosing the best room is entirely subjective for each player's needs. Some may need currency, while others are looking for something else. However, here are some of the most valuable invasion numbers in general. Sacrifice Chamber of the Hall of Offerings of the Ascension - Donate unique in exchange for the occasional
Unique.Gemcutter's Workshop of the Department of Thaumaturgy's Doryani Institute - The Area contains a chest of superb gems. Warehouses are the museum of artifacts - The area contains a chest full of items. Survey surveyor zgt; cartography of the world - The area contains a chest full of maps. The Treasury's Wealth Of Waal - The Area contains chests
full of currency items. The Temple of PoE Atzoatl BossPoE Vaal Omnitect Location.The Vaal Omnitect is the final boss of the Temple of Atzoathl. It is in the final room, the top of Atzoatl. To be eligible for With Vaal Omnitect, you first have to path your intrusions to connect to Apex.Entering Apex.Enter The arena will cause Vaal Omnitect to spawn and the
battle begins, beware, this boss is surprisingly effective. Using multiple skills, the final boss has several stages before you can reap the rewards. Once Vaal Omnitect reaches 50% health, it will become invincible and will begin to generate vigorous phantasms. Once spawned they will start moving towards Omintect to sacrifice their lives to restore the boss's
energy shield. This is a great opportunity to recover some flask charges. After this stage Omintect will become vulnerable again and you will be able to kill it. It won't, however, be as easy as this. Vaal Omnitect uses several powerful lightning and fiery abilities in the hope of excluding you from existence. These include lightning beams, flamethrowers,
lightning waves, flame turrets and more. PoE Vaal Omnitect Survival Guide.As previously mentioned, Omnitect uses powerful fire and lightning attacks, and so we will need to mitigate these types of attacks. The most important specifications to focus on would be to reduce the amount of damage done over time, withstand or avoid both fire and lightning
abilities, and use motion abilities well. Here's a list of good items to help you beat Vaal Omnitect.Purity of Lightning - Use only if the skill gem is high enough to provide you with extra maximum lightning resistance. The purity of fire is the same as above. Ruby FlaskTopaz FlaskArctic Armour - If your build allows this, Arctic armor can be a great way to mitigate
some damage. The Path of the Exile's Invasion contains incremental complex stages that, with proper maneuvering, can make your Temple of Atzoathl both fun and rewarding. However, before you close this manual, it is worth noting that not participating in a specific meeting with Alva will not change the current number or cost you an attempted invasion.
This is useful since Incursions will take on your current mod map. If you feel that the current card, you are on too hard for you, it is probably best not to enter the invasion at this time, but wait until it appears on a more favorable mod map. If this Guide to Invasion PoE was helpful to you, please share it with your friends or if you have information to add to the
guide let us know in the comments below! Below!
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